
Join us as we navigate through visibly pressing issues of 
the energy market, global and local challenges, country 
commitments; and engage with relevant stakeholders 
including national and international policy makers.



India Energy Samvad 
A Dialogue on Global & Domestic Energy 

Markets and Challenges

INTRODUCTION

The Centre for Public Policy Research (CPPR) launches the India Energy Samvad* that includes a series 
of webinars and dialogues on ‘Energy’ with the scientific community, industry experts, academia, and 
think tank professionals, to come up with actionable policy inputs and recommendations. As part of the 
initiative, CPPR shall also undertake research studies and publications. We aim to discuss and deliberate 
on key themes and issues relating (but not limited to) understanding how the energy policies in general 
have to be modified in current scenarios, demands, and challenges. We begin with setting a context for 
our discussions and deliberations, in the background of COP26, Glasgow, 2021, and what we can learn from 
the Global energy crisis.

The discussions of the webinars will focus on how the energy market has undergone a change over the last 
few decades; the long and short term competition among energy providers, and operators in the market 
encompassing private providers. CPPR believes these are imperative questions which currently face the 
academia, industrial sector, as well as policy makers. Some of the deliberations will focus on the Indian 
policies that govern energy sources, pricing, and usage; upgrading and updating the energy infrastructure; 
state and central government commitments towards efficient and sustainable use of energy; the tariff and 
regulation policies, and the like.  

CPPR would like to showcase this webinar series as a timely intervention by navigating through visibly 
pressing issues of the energy market, global and local challenges, country commitments; and to engage 
with relevant stakeholders as well as policy makers. In 2022 we shall also be launching online courses on 
energy policies and management. 

*Samvad = dialogue

OBJECTIVES 

1. Studying and analysing  the best feasible blend of conventional and unconventional energy 

2. Understanding how the Energy market and tariff have undergone a change in the recent decades,  
 the policies (or lack of) that govern the emerging market (sources of energy, pricing, usage etc.)

3. Bringing together relevant stakeholder for discussions on importance of sustainable energy   
 generation and usage

4. Creating awareness about leveraging unconventional energy sources, such as Natural Gas (LNG/  
 CNG), Solar, Hydrogen, Wind



5. Exploring government commitments toward the energy sector, at the national and international  
 levels

6. To analyse on tariff regulations and pricing in the energy sector

7. Explore the financial and practical dimensions of electric mobility, especially for India

8. Analysing the functioning  of State Electricity Boards in India, in terms of  energy infrastructure   
 such as power grids, upgrading their capacities, and modernising machinery used in the sector

9. Generating actionable policy recommendations through deliberations and dialogue

TOPICS

1. Rising Energy use and and Global Energy Crisis

2. Feasible blend of Conventional and Unconventional Energy  

3. Feasibility of Electric Mobility

4. Government Commitments to the Energy sector 

5. Energy Market and Tariff: Regulation and Pricing

 

For More Details
Write to us at energy@cppr.in or visit https://www.cppr.in/india-energy-samvad
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